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Introduction
The use of C/C composite has exhibited significant
advantages in high temperature braking and structural
aerospace applications due to excellent mechanical and
thermal properties coupled with light weight of C/Cs [1-4].
Extensive theoretical and experimental studies have been
dedicated to investigate the properties of fiber/matrix interface
of the polymer and ceramic matrix composites [5-9] compared
to only a few related to that of C/C composite [10, 11]. In this
paper, a single fiber push-out technique (pushing on a single
fiber until it separates from the matrix) using a nanoindenter is
combined with a mathematical approach that will provide
additional insight into the process of debonding in C/C
composites.

IFSS was determined by push-out tests conducted at room
temperature using a Nano Indenter® (XP system, MTS
Nanoinstruments, Knoxville, TN). A sixty degree cone with a
5µm diameter flat-end indenter tip was employed for the
single fiber push-out test (Fig. 1). A constant load rate of 0.66
mN/sec was applied until the preset maximum load of 108 mN
was reached.
Results and Discussion
Characteristic light microscopy images of C/C composite
samples used for pushed out tests are shown in Fig. 2. The
C/C composite consists of PAN-based carbon fiber and
chemical vapor infiltrated (CVI) carbon matrix. The CVI
carbon matrix exhibited 20° extinction angle (Ae). This
indicates highly anisotropic rough laminar pyrocarbon.

Experimental Procedures
Commercial C/C composites, consisting of three directional
needled felt PAN fibers and rough laminar CVI matrix, were
used. The C/C composites were kindly provided by Honeywell
Aircraft Landing Systems. And then heat treated in
graphitization furnace The provided C/C samples were heattreated using a graphitization furnace at 1800° C, 2100°C and
2400°C and named CC-D18, CC-D21, CCD-24, respectively
Microstructure characterization techniques, namely optical
microscopy (Nikon Eclipse LV 150), and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S570) The terminology used for
the description of optical textures is in accord with the
classification used in the literature [13-18]. Correspondence
between extinction angle (Ae) and the classification of the
texture of pyrocarbon varies as: isotropic (Ae<4°), dark
laminar (4°≤Ae<12°), smooth laminar (12°≤Ae<18°), and
rough laminar (Ae≥18°) [13-18].
For push-out tests, 200 μm samples were prepared and
mounted on a 3mm transmission electron microscopy copper
grid using a crystal bond wax to form a beam and placed on a
sample holder. Schematic of testing set-up and deformation
mechanism is given in Fig. 1.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Light microscopy image of polished surface showing
carbon fiber cross sections at different magnifications. (a)
CCD-18, and (b) CCD-24.
Typical scanning electron microscopy images shown in Fig. 3
were taken after push-out test.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. SEM images taken after single-fiber push-out tests.
View from top (location of applied force) (a) and bottom
(pushed-out fiber from the matrix) (b).

Fig. 1. Schematic of sample set-up and deformation
during the push-out test in the nanoindenter

The 5 µm diameter flat-end nanoindenter tip was pushing
on a single fiber until it separated from the matrix. SEM
images represented in Fig. 4 clearly indicate the carbon fiber
movement through the matrix without any visible damage
(cracks) on fiber or matrix. This demonstrated that the
debonding only occurs at the fiber/matrix interface after the
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where ψ(x) is the analyzing wavelet, and s and x' are the
scaling and shifting parameters, respectively.
Wavelet
transform allows detection of critical points that are hidden in
the signal itself, but apparent in the higher derivatives. When
applied to the push-out data, stiffness changes can be located
more accurately than using the classical curve fitting
approaches.
Figure 4 demonstrates 3-level wavelet analysis of the
measured indentation displacement data for a sample treated at
1800 °C which exhibits sudden and complete debonding. The
wavelet coefficients for three scales (D1, D2, D3) are
concentrated around the load (~80mN) where the debonding
occurs.
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Fig. 4. Example application of wavelet analysis to detect
debonding
Figure 5 shows the average measured IFSS values for samples
subjected to heat treatment temperatures at 1800 °C, 2100 °C
and 2400 °C.
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Debonding of the fiber was confirmed using SEM
analysis, and the samples with partial debonding were
excluded from the analysis.
Conclusions

thickness of the specimen, respectively.
In this study, a mathematical analysis tool called the
wavelet transform was used to examine the initiation and
progression of fiber/matrix debonding. Wavelet transform
decomposes a function into its multiscale components using
basis functions which are the scaled and shifted versions of a
wavelet [12].
The wavelet coefficients of a function y ( x )
are
calculated from

IFSS (MPa)
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push-out. For cases of sudden and complete debonding, the
IFSS can be approximated as the average shear strength of the
entire interface [20]:

CC-D24

Fig. 5. IFSS of C/C samples subjected to different HTT.

The interfacial shear strength decreased drastically after heat
treatment of C/C composites at 2100 and 2400°C. The
decrease of IFSS is attributed to:
1- The thermal mismatch between carbon fiber and
pyrocarbon matrix which deteriorates interphase
(introduces internal stresses) and weakens the IFSS. This
may also cause defects in the interphase.
2- Reorganization of carbon atoms and formation of
extended graphene sheets
parallel to fiber/matrix
interphase in the pyrocarbon matrix with a low shear
resistance leads a weaker IFSS,
3- The heat treatment has not provided additional
strengthening in the fiber-matrix interface by forming
chemical bonds between fiber and matrix.
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